
Course announcement - improvement 

(for students registered on free of charge PE classes and sports sections) 

 

We decided to enable you to improve theoretical courses in Physical Education - this is the 
last chance to get credit from PE classes in the summer semester of 2019/2020. Remember 
that another Faculties at the University serve a much smaller group of students - please 
remember about this and not wait for the next improvement courses. 

As we have wrote many times, it is not technically possible to open previous courses. 
So we give you a new improvement course called "Additional PEF course 2019L", consisting  
of 9 modules and tests the same as before. The courses are visible to you on the kampus-
student2.ckc.uw.edu.pl tab "my courses". You will be able to solve the tests within: June 29 
(Monday) at. 9:00 - 13 July (Monday) 23:59. 

To correct from NZAL to ZAL, YOU MUST SOLVE ALL TESTS AGAIN.  It is required to give 100% 
correct answers to all questions in each test, and save them correctly in the system.  
The number of attempts is unlimited. Students who only complete the answers to questions 
that were missing from previous tests will not have a corrected rating. 

I would like to remind you that you should check the grades yourself in the panel 
"Administracja" -> "Oceny" (at the bottom of the page). If you see ZAL (100%) it means that 
the course has been completed. Any other result and the information NZAL or " - " it means 
that you must keep trying . 
 

In the course, each test will appear in two language versions PL and EN - to choose from You. 

The platform will inform you that quizzes in an alternative PL language are still open, but you 

don’t have to solve them. 

 Only students registered in the 2019/2020 summer semester for free PE classes and sports 

sections who obtained the NZAL grade on the first date can participate in the  

this improvement course. 

For students who have non-settled fees for PE tokens: the materials will be accessible only 

after their payment has been credited to the SWFiS UW’s account (please notice that 

the payment takes about 5 working days to be processed) 

Change grades in USOS from NZAL to ZAL will take place from July 14 - 31 (if possible, some 

grades will be corrected earlier). 
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